LUMINAIRE TO HAVE "DARK SKY" COMPATIBLE TOP SHIELD TO PREVENT UPWARD SPILL LIGHT.

WHERE REQUIRED, FACTORY MADE "HOUSE SHIELDS" TO BE INSTALLED TO PREVENT LIGHT FROM GOING INTO RESIDENCES AND BUSINESSES.

POLE:
FLUTED BLACK FIBERGLASS (TAPERED) COMPOSITE POLE ON ANCHOR BASE OR EQUAL

*DIMENSION TOLERANCE
+/- 1" WHERE INDICATED

FIELD ADJUSTABLE BANNER ARMS FOR 30"W X 40" BANNER AND ARE BREAKAWAY ARMS

SLIP OVER BASE COVER SHROUD WITH 4 SET SCREWS

NOTE:
FOR POLE BASE STANDARD SEE STANDARD 804/805

4" X 6" HAND HOLE IN POLE AT 18" (SEE DETAIL "A")

HAND HOLE DETAIL "A"
SCALE: NONE

STREET LIGHT STANDARD
ACORN POLE AND FIXTURE
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